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ABSTRACT

Observations at a resolving power R = X/A% = 5 x 10 5 or a velocity resolution AV = 0.6

krn s -I are reported of the interstellar D 1 ling of Na I in the spectra of _ Cas, S Ori, E Ori, 11"Sco, S Cyg,

and cx Cyg. An echelle grating was used in a double-pass configuration with a CCD detector in the coudg

' spectrograph of the 2.7m reflector at McDonald Observatory. At least 42 kinematically distinct clouds

are detected along the light paths to the five more distant stars, in addition to a single cloud seen toward

8 Cyg. The absorption lines arising in t 3 of tiny clouds are sufficiently narrow and unblgnded to reveal

clearly resolved hyperfing structure components split by 1.05 km s"I. An additional 13 clouds apparently

ShOw comparably narrow, but more strongly blended, lines. For each individual cloud, upper limits Tma x

and (Vt)ma x on the temperature and the turbulent velocity, respectively, are derived by fitting tt_e

observed lines with theoretical absorption profiles. Twenty-three of the 43 clouds show Tma x < 450 <

and 7"3 x (Vt)ma x < 0.70 km s-I, the sound speed which corresponds to T = 80 K. The most stringen _,

upper limits obtained for any of the clouds, from unblgndgd lines, are Tma x < 160 K and (Vt)ma x < 0.24

-Ikm S

Subject Headings: interstellar: matter -- ling profiles -- hyperfing structure
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I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of the generally multiple components of an interstellar absorption line at a

spectral resolution near the fundamental limit set by the thermal widths of the individual line components

can provide two valuable advantages in studying the absorbing gas. Firstly, a nearly full enumeration of

the various kinematically distinct parcels of gas along the observed light path is realized, within the

unavoidable limits set by any negligible differences between the radial velocities of spatially separate gas

clouds and by the minimum column density wh!ch corresponds to the threshhold for detection Of the life.

Secondly, accurate measurements can be made of the widths of the resolved line components, and hence

of upper limits on the temperature and on the internal mass motions of each distinct cloud. Such rigcrcus

temperature limits have hitherto been particularly difficult to obtain for most single interstellar clcucs.

The potential utility of the readily accessible D lines of Na I for such purposes was poin:ec

out by Hobbs (1969b), who emphasized that the splitting, Av = 1.05 km s-l, of the two s-resolvec

hyperfine structure components exceeds the thermal line width at T = 80 K by a factor of almost three.

An instrumental resolving power of R=X/AX_>5X 105 , or a resolution of z_;k<_ 12 mA or z_v -<.0.5

km s -1 , therefore will partially resolve a thermally broadened pair or hfs components formed in a c/cud

with T _ 500 K, thereby immediately revealing a conspicuous signature of cold gas. The first successfuI

observational detection of the resolved hfs components of the interstellar D lines was achieved with a

I'lichelson interferometer by Blades, Wynne-Jones, and Wayte (1980; hereafter BWW), in four clouds

along the light paths to _ Cyg and o< Cyg. Those authors deduced temperature upper limits which averacec

260 K for the clouds in question, and they also showed that the turbulence in these clouds must i_

subsonic. More recently, Pettini (1 988) obtained spectra of SN 1987a near its peak brightness arc

similarly identified several cold clouds showing resolved hfs components along that light path.

Since 1987, we have been conducting a somewhat wider survey of the interstellar D 1line in

the spectra of bright stars at distances d _ 500 pc, recorded at a resolving power R = 5 x 105 . The

survey, which is still in progress, currently extends to more than 30 bright stars; the illustrative

results for six of those stars are reported here.

II.OBSERVATIONS

The spectra were obtained with the coude spectrograph of the 2.7 m telescope at McDonald

Observatory, beginning in June 1987. The echelle grating was 0sod in the double-pass conriguraticn, with

the 800 x 800 TI-2 CCD detector placed at the "scanner" focus and with grating C used for cross

dispersion (Tull 1972). The resulting reciprocal dispersion at the D I line is 0.10 _ mm -1, or 0.15 km
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s -I per two pixels of the detector, each pixel being 15 j_m wide. This very high dispersion is produced by

a camera mirror with a focal length of 8.05 m, which 1s also identically the collimator mirror in this

Littrow configuration. A 90 Jim entrance slit, which corresponded to 0.21 arcse¢ on the sky, wasused

for nearly all of the spectra reported here. This choice yielded an actual instrumental resolution (FWHM)

of Av =0.6 _0.1 km s -1, or a resolving power FI = 5 x 105, as deduced from the profiles of the lines

measured in the various comparison lamp spectra noted below. The two-pixeI binning of the COg along

the dispersion thus yielded a data format oversampled by approximately a factor of two. The various

exposure times were strongly governed by the seoJng; in 2 arcsec seeing, a signal-to-noise ratio S/N -_

120 was achieved for _ Ori (V = 1.70) in about :30 minutes.

The observed profile of the interstellar D 1 line is shown in Figure I for each of sixstars:

relevant data for the stars are collected for reference in Table I (Hobbs l£69a;Hobbs 1£76;Hofflgit

I £82). The results derived from the spectra will be discussed in _ [[I. At least I 3 examples of resolve_

hfs components are immediately apparent in the spectra; the pertinent line pairs are split by 1.05 km s-i

and the strength or the component at the longer wavelength is greater by a factor 5/3, in the optically

thin limit. Except for S Ori, the data shown are the respective averages of two separate expcsures,

which in each case showed good mutual agreement. The spacing between data points in the individual

exposures corresponded to O.15 km s-1 ; these individual exposures were interpolated onto standardized

velocity grids having points spaced by 0.1 km s -I and then were respectively added. In each of these

summed spectra, adjacent pairs of such points were added to yield the final, average spectra shown,

which consist of data points spaced by 0.2 km s -1 . For all six stars, these final spectra in Figure ; sb,ow

120 _S/N_ 170.

Owing to the spectrograph's high dispersion, the useful spectral interval included in a single

exposure at the D lines was only 1.2 A, or 60 km s-I .A]I observations made so far were recorded at the

D 1 line, rather than the D2 line, in order to minimize both line saturation and interference from telluric

lines. The relatively few telluric lines originally present in our spectra did not overlap with an u of tb,e

fnterstellar lines and have been removed through dfvision or the relevant region of each program-star

spectrum by a Gaussian line profile which was empirically fitted to the telluric absorption.

Because the interstellar absorption toward each of S Ori, _ Ori, and _ Cyg spans about hair

of the 60 km s -1 range recorded in a single exposure, an uncertainty exists in each of these three cases

in correctly interpolating the continuum across the regions of absorption. This uncertainty is larges_ for

Cyg, which, at a spectral type of A2 [a, also ShOwS a strong, fairly narrow, stellar D I line. This

stellar line has been empirically fitted by a polynomial curve and removed from the data in Figure I. For

the simpler cases of S Ori and E Ori, such continuum placement errors probably amount to no more than

4._ of the continuum intensity.

.r°
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The double-pass configuration of the spectrograph effectively suppresses allscattered light

(Tull Ig72). The principal error in determining the true zero-point for residual intensitiestherefore

arises insubtracting the background levels recorded by the CCD detector. After the one echelle crcer

which falls on the detector was flat-fielded, the "one-dimensional" spectrum was extracted using the

IRAF apextract routines. The background spectrum was estimated by fitting at each wavelength point the

background recorded on either side of the stellar spectrum; a smoothed version of that background

spectrum was then subtracted, to obtain the corrected stellar spectrum. Except possibly for c, Cyg, the

final uncertainty in the intensity zero-point should not exceed 2,_ of the continuum intensity, in each cf

the spectra in Figure 1.

Accurate wavelength scales were determined from the D 1 line emitted by a Na/Ne hollcw

cathode lamp and from the comparison spectrum provided by an iodine absorption cell illuminateC by a

tungsten-Mlament lamp. The 12 spectrum is quite rich near the D 1 line (Gerstenkorn and Luc ; cj78; 1c7c_;.

The instrumental resolution (FWHM) of Av = 0.6 ± 0.1 km S-1 cited above was determined empirically I_y

comparing the measured profiles of various [2 lines, the O1 line from the Na/Ne lamp, the Th I

2,5760.551 line from a Th/Ne lamp, and the ;k6328 line of a He-NO laser. In the latter two cases, the

spectrograph was tuned to the adjacent wavelengths by making small adjustments to the setup at the D;

line.

A more complete description of the calibration and data-reduction procedures will be given

in a subsequent account of the full observational program.

Ill.RESULTS

The method of profile fitting has been used to determine the radial velocity, the line-width

parameter b, and the column density N(Na I) For each distinct absorbing cloud along each light path (l"ebbs

1969b; VidaI-Madjar etal 19"77; Welty, Hobbs, and York 1990). A Maxwellian form was assumed for the

distribution of the radial velocities within each cloud, and, in order to fit the observed spectra, the

resulting theoretical profiles were convolved with a Gaussian instrumental function having a FWHM of

/',_. = 12 m_, or Av = 0.6 km s-I . Because the excitation energy of the upper hfs level of the grcun(l

2S1/2 level is equivalent to T = AE/k = 0.085 K, the ratio of the populations of the upper F = 2 level an_

the lower F = I level was always set equal to 513, the corresponding ratio of the statistical weicjhts.

The corresponding hfs transition at 16.9 cm, which is analogous to the 21-cm line of H I, has not yet

been detected in atomic or molecular interstellar clOUdS (Turner 1987).

The results of fitting such theoretical profiles to the observations of the six program stars
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are given in Figure 1 and Table 2. The number of clouds assumed in fitting each spectrum was restricteC

to the minimum possible value which permitted all of the various components unambiguously present in

the data to be accounted for. The upper limits Tma x on the respective cloud temperatures given in Table

2 were calculated from the relationTma x = (m/2k)b 2, in the limit of exclusively thermal broadening of

the line. In the alternative limit of a gas at T = O, uDDer limits (Vt)ma x on the resDective "turbulent"

velocities within the clOudS were similarly calculated from the relation (Vt)ma x = b/V'2, which obtains

under the assumption of a Gaussian spectrum of turbulent velocities which have an rms value v t for the

radial components or the velocities. [n general, b2 = 2vt2 ÷ (2kT/m), so that the actual values of bc:h T

and v t in any cloud are almost always simultaneously smaller than the alternative limiting values given in

Table 2. The values of Tma x and (Vt)ma x necessarily refer to the relatively dense, cool regions of each

cloud, into which the Na I atoms are expected to be concentrated preferentially.

Partially resolved hfs components are apparent for 13 cool clouds whose Iines happen to be

sufficiently unblended with those of other clouds to preserve this signature of cold gas. In all 13 c3ses,

which are indicated in Table 2 (see footnote), the derived line widths are characterized by b _<0.6 km

s-1 , as is to be expected. An additional I :3 clouds, whose lines are more severely blended with those of

other clouds which in nearly all cases have larger Na [ column densities, also show line widths which

satisfy the same criterion. A prototype of this group is cloud 7 seen toward $ Ori, with b = 0.33 km s-T

or Tma x = 150 K. This cloud shows only the longer-wavelength, stronger hfs component in a nearly

unblended, and quite narrow, form. Thus, apart from the effects of blending, at least 26 of these 43

clouds would show resolved hfs components, at our resolution. Consequently, this signature is

apparently the normal one for diffuse interstellar clouds.

The spectra in Figure 1 and the derived cloud parameters in Table 2 generally agree with the

results obtained in two previous, related investigations. Either or both of the D lines in the spectra cf

all six stars were previously observed by Hobbs (196ga; 1976), using the interferometric PEP_IO_

scanner at a lower effective resolving power. Apart from some small differences in the residual

intensities which presumably arise from differences in continuum placement or errors in background

subtraction in either set of spectra, the overall agreement between them is excellent. The obviously

superior resolution of the new spectrum constitutes the critical difference between the two. For S Cyr=

and _ Cyg, the profiles of both 13 lines were also measured previously by BWW at a resolving power F; =

6 x 105 , approximately 20_ higher than that selected in the present survey. Our results show good

agreeement with their data at the 01 line. in particular, the values of b and N(Na [) derived for the only
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cloud detected along the light path to the nearby star 8 Cyg disagree in the two investigations by only

1 I,_ and ! 6,_, respectively. For o_ Cyg, BWW derived a nine-cloud fit to the D lines which is similar, in

all of its major features, to our ten-cloud result for the same velocity interval, -25 <_v <_*3 km

s-I(Table 2). Some differences exist with respect to line components which are either strongly blendeC

or intrinsically quite weak, in both circumstances, the inferred parameters of the absorbing clouds are

necessarily less certain, in both studies.

These very narrow, apparentlLj non-variable lines which appear in the spectra of brigh_ sears

may have some future value as radial velocity standards (Welty, Hobbs, and York l g£O). A comparison

of the absolute radial velocities listed in Table 2 with those found in the two previous studies therefore

deserves some comment. The present velocities can be compared first with the earlier PEPSIOS results

for the five program stars other than o_ Cyg. For these five stars, there is an apparent sys-ema_ic

zero-point offset of -0.5 ± 0.2 km s-1 (new minus PEPSIOS). After these systematic offsets are

removed, the random velocity differences among the many line components in the five pairs of spe.c:r3

show an rms scatter smaller than ± 0.2 km s -I, although the difference in instrumental resolutior.s

makes an exact value difficult to estimate. In contrast, a difference of about 2.53 exists between tl-e

overall velocity scales in the two specta of o_ Cyg, an unexplained difference which probably cannot bc

accounted for by the presence of a strong stellar line. An additional comparison of our absolute

velocities with those of flWW for two stars in common gives the following results. For the single ctcuc

seen toward $ Cyg, and for the relatively unblended lines toward c_ Cyg, the zero points for the racial

velocities agree essentially exactly, while the additional random errors are again smaller than -+0.2 km

s -1. In summary, except for the PEPSI05 scan of o_ Cyg, the absolute velocities in all three sets of da:a

are typically accurate to ± 0.5 km s -I or better. An analysis, now in progress, of the full set of ca:a

available in our present survey may further clarify this question.

IV. DISCUSSION

we anticipate that the most useful results of these observations will be the rigorous upper

limits (Vt)ma x and, especially, Tma x eventually to be derived for a large number of single interstellar

clouds. These limits should be valuable in future, intensive "case studies" of various individual clouds. C:f

the 43 values of Tma x in Table 2, the lowest is Tma x = 75 K, seven occupy the domain Tma x _<200 K,

and 26 show Tma x _<600 K. The most stringent upper limit obtained from unblended lines is Tma x < 160

K (E Ori, cloud 1 and o_ Cyg, cloud 10). The actual temperatures presumably are often appreciably Icwer

than these already fairly stringent upper limits. There are also six values Tma x > 2850 K, which reveal
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gas that may be much warmer and/or more turbulent than most of the interstellar material which

absorbs effectively at the D lines, Because Na ! is formed primarily by radiative recombination in

interstellar gas, there is a strong, inherent selection effect against the detection of relatively warm,

low-density gas by means of Na I lines. Only one component in the spectra of these six stars (3" Cos,

cloud 1) apparently is broad enough to allow the possibility that it arises in predominantly ionized gas.

Several other important features of the temperatures deduced here ShOuld also be pointed

Out. The FWHi'l or an individual, thermally broadened his component formed in gas at T < 200 K is z_v <

0.63 km S-1. Because the instrumental resolution (FWHtd) of our survey is also 0.6 ± O.i km s -1 (_ I[),

the instrumental broadening of the observe(J profiles therefore will make reliable measurement cf the

temperatures progressively more difficult at T $ 200 K, where the intrinsic thermal line widths become

increasingly narrower than the instrumental width. A histogram of even this preliminary portion cf tt'e

survey illustrates this effect (Figure 2), because the typical temperature of most neutral interstellar gas

probably is T =80 K (Spitzer 1978).The general increase in the number of clouds aSTma xdecreases

below 1200 K is in fact reversed here at T < 200 K, owing to the effects of instrumental broaGenin_. Or'

the other hand, some of the broader line components could in fact consist of two or more, narrcwcr,

blended components which arise in spatially separate clouds with similar radial velocities. The total

number of clouds identified in Table 2 therefore is only a lower limit, and even the small numbers of

clouds with relatively large values of Tma x may also be overestimated.

Among the 43 values of (Vt)ma x listed in Table 2, twenty-three provide upper limits (Vt)ma x

< 0.4 km s -1, or corresponding three-dimensional limits 4"3 x (Vt)ma x _<0.7 km s-I, the value of the

isothermal sound speed at T = 80 K. Thus, if the actual temperature of the clouds along these six lich_

paths typically is T = 80 K, more than half of the clouds do indeed show turbulence or internal mass

motions which are demonstrably subsonic, in agreement with the conclusion reached previously by BWW.

If a standard thermal broadening appropriate to T = 80 K is conservatively assumed and is additicrally

taken into account, blt calculating 4"3 x v t = { 3[b 2 - (2kT/m)]/2 }I/2 with T = 80 K, then three

additional clouds show 4"3 x v t -< 0.7 km s -1 .

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the hospitality of the staff at McDonald Observatory and, in

particular, the expert help of David Boss in critically aligning the coude spectrograph. Ed Jenkins anct

Chuck Joseph provided data from the UV spectrum of _ Sco in advance of publication, and Crai_c J.

Sansonetti supplied information about the molecular iodine spectrum. Bryan Penprase assisted with scme

of the observations. Finally, we are grateful to the National Aeronautics and Space Administra:icn fcr
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TABLE 1

Stellar Data

star

2f Cas

S Ori

E Ori

11"Sco

S Cyg

c_ Cyg

V

2.2v

2,2O

1.70

2.88

2.92

1.26

5p

B0.5 IVp

09.5 II

B0 Ia

B1V

B9.5 III

A2 Ia

RV

(kin s-1 )

-7

16v

26

-3v

-21

-Sv

v sin i

(kin s-1 )

300:

152

87

I 00:

149

21

d (pc)

210:

450

450

170

50

500

E(B-V)

0.09

0.05

0.07

0.00

O.Og
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TABLE 2

star

Cas

S Ori

cloud

v

(km s-I )

Cloud Properties

b

(kin s-I )

N(Na I) Trnax

(I010 cm-2) (K)

(Vt)max

(kins-I )

1 -7.2 2.60 27.5 9,340 1.84

2 a -5.1 0.59 16.1 480 0.42

3 -3.75 0.23 3.1 75 0.I 6

4 a -2.8 0.40 10.3 220 0.28

5 -1.0 1.26 1.6 2,1 90 0.89

1 5.5 1.65 I .6 3,760 1.I 7

2 9.3 1.90 6.0 4,990 1.34

3 15.1 0.91 2.6 1,I40 0.64

4 21.8 I.30 I0.I 2,340 0.92

5 24.5 1.10 15.8 1,670 0.78

6 a 25.3 0.43 7.5 255 0.30

7 26.6 0.33 4.6 150 0.23

E Ori Ia 3.0 0.34 7.9

2 5.0 1.30 4.7

3 8.6 1.50 5.0

4 11.0 0.77 33.8

5 12.5 0.46 13.0

6a 14.8 0.47 5.8

7 a 17.3 0.50 18.0

8 22.8 0.52 13.0

9 23.95 0.54 1 3.6

10 a 24.9 0.48 49.6

11 26.0 0.89 21.3

12 28.1 0.79 7.5

160

2,340

3,110

820

290

305

345

375

405

320

1,090

865

0.24

0.92

1.06

0.54

0.33

0.33

0.35

0.37

0.38

0.34

0.63

0.56
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$co

S Cgg

cx Cgg

1 -22.2 1.03 2.9 1,470 0.73

2 -17.3 1.50 14.3 3,110 1.06

3a - 15.9 0.50 14.8 345 0.35

4 -14.9 0.35 5.6 170 0.25

5 - 14.1 0.58 3.5 465 0.41

6 a -12.6 0.48 4.5 320 0.34

7 -7.15 0.91 2.6 1,140 0.64

1a - 18.6 0.40 29.5 220 0.28

1 -21.9 0.57 150. 450 0.40

2 -20.8 0.28 23.7 110 0.20

3 -1 3.3 0.53 120. 390 0.37

4 - 12.0 0.73 49.0 735 0.52

5 -9.5 0.44 40.3 270 0.31

6 a -8.2 0.58 66.3 465 0.41

7 -6.0 1.44 26.0 2,870 1.02

8 -3.9 0.42 12.9 245 0.30

9 a -2.8 0.37 29.1 190 0.26

103 1.3 0.34 30.3 160 0.24

I1 5.5 0.41 0.8 230 0.29

a Partially resolved hfs components are clearly evident, for a cool cloud whose lines are not seriously

blended with those of another cloud.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I. The interstellar 01 line in the spectra of six stars. The plus signs constitute the observational

data, and the solid curves are the theoretical profiles which have been fitted to the data (3 III). In

the cases of S Ori and S Cyg, the theoretical profiles are omitted, to allow an unimpeded view of the

data. The tick marks above the continua indicate the stronger or the two s-resolved hfs omponen*,s

arising in the various clouds. The radial velocity scales also refer to this component, which falls at

the longer wavelength of the pair• To locate the correct position for the weaker component, the hfs

splitting of 1.05 km s-I must therefore be subtracted from the velocities shown by the tick marks.

For observations of many interstellar lines in the ultraviolet spectrum of rr Sco at a resolution Av

2 km s-1, see Jenkins _ta1(1989) and Joseph and Jenkins (I 990).

Fig. 2. A histogram of the upper limits, Tma x, on the temperatures of 3"2 interstellar clouds. Six clouds

with 2,400 < Tma x _< 9,400 K are not included.
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